shadyniglet: hey jake
JAYNAD85: who is this?
shadyniglet: its mitch, this is my other screen name
JAYNAD85: my suitemate?
shadyniglet: how has your break been so far
shadyniglet: yes
JAYNAD85: okay
JAYNAD85: do you know who my new roommate is
shadyniglet: no
shadyniglet: how were your grades
JAYNAD85: mostly good
shadyniglet: nice
shadyniglet: what are you doing tonight? anything fun?
JAYNAD85: no not tonight
shadyniglet: me neither
JAYNAD85: did you hear I found out where the signs in the bathroom were coming from?
shadyniglet: from where?
JAYNAD85: that guy who barged into my room and took pictures of me the night before
thanksgiving was sneaking into the suite to put them up
shadyniglet: thats fuckin bizarre
shadyniglet: did you find out why he took pictures of you?
JAYNAD85: no but he was caught by campus police the same night.
shadyniglet: did you talk to them
JAYNAD85: i talked to the cop the last night i was there and the cop said he was a refugee
from Turkey. as far as i know they deported him
shadyniglet: which cop did you talk to
JAYNAD85: officer Gehrig

JAYNAD85: drew and john told you the story, right?
shadyniglet: breifly i was so busy with finals i barely got a chance to even talk to them
shadyniglet: i know officer gehrig, he pulled me over once for having a tail light out and
he gave me a 30 dollar ticket
JAYNAD85: that sucks
shadyniglet: wait is the guy who took pictures of you the same guy they found living in
our lobby for two months?
JAYNAD85: it could be
JAYNAD85: come to think of it i don't know how else he could have gotten into the
building without a student ID
shadyniglet: its easy, people sneak in all the time, the guys at the desk do nothing
JAYNAD85: i guess if it's late at night and they're sleeping
shadyniglet: what did ur parents say when you told them about what happened
JAYNAD85: i actually haven't told them
JAYNAD85: i don't want them to worry about me too much when i'm there
shadyniglet: i wouldnt tell them, its so stupid, its not like the guy tried to hurt you or
take your stuff, he was just some pervert apparently
shadyniglet: no need worrying them
JAYNAD85: yeah all i do is make sure the doors are locked at night
shadyniglet: what ever happened with 3d man?
JAYNAD85: i havn't heard from him. officer gehrig said he knows him and he's harmless.
i'm not gonna worry about him
shadyniglet: cool
shadyniglet: you know we never got to exchange numbers so we could keep in touch
over break
JAYNAD85: yeah i know. where did you get my screen name from anyway
shadyniglet: from john
shadyniglet: so do you have a cell phone?
JAYNAD85: yeah

shadyniglet: mine is 1-308-225-3347
shadyniglet: im usually at work though so i usually just send text messages
shadyniglet: whats yours
JAYNAD85: 1-###-###-####
shadyniglet: cool

